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Pastry chefs bring the “Cake of Dreams”, a 2 meters high reinterpretation of late Italian filmmaker Federico Fellini’s favorite dessert: ‘Zuppa inglese
Fellini 100’ by master pastry chef Roberto Rinaldini, during “Fellini 100” celebrating the 100th anniversary of the birth of Fellini. — AFP photos

Italian resort Rimini on Monday marked
100 years since the birth of director
Federico Fellini, whose visual dream-

scapes revolutionized cinema in a career
spanning almost half a century. Dozens of
events are being held around the world
and in Italy this year to remember Fellini,
considered one of the most influential
filmmakers of all time. The winner of a
record four best foreign language film
Oscars, he is famed for films set in Rome
such as “La Dolce Vita” (1960), and most
of his films were shot in Cinecitta’s Studio
5 outside the capital.

But he set his 1973 masterpiece
“Amarcord”, a semi-autobiographical
comedy about an adolescent boy growing
up in 1930s fascist Italy, in the Adriatic
resort of Rimini where he was born on
January 20, 1920. The city is marked the
centenary with a special exhibitionand
open a museum dedicated to Fellini, who
died in 1993, by the end of the year. On

Monday the city cut a giant cake in his
honor on the main piazza.

“Rimini is everywhere in Fellini’s cine-
ma, the countryside in his films is Rimini’s
countryside, the sea in all Fellini’s films is
Rimini’s sea,” said Marco Leonetti of the
Rimini Cinematheque which helped put on
the exhibition. The show includes some of
the more spectacular costumes from his
films, as well as frequently erotic extracts
from the sketchbooks of his dreams he
created for his psychotherapist over a 30-
year period.

‘Magical and lyrical’ 
Originally an artist and caricaturist,

Fellini paid to watch films as a child at
Rimini’s Fulgor cinema by drawing carica-
tures, and his films remain caricatures of
society. “If you take Fellini’s films, like
‘Amarcord’, ‘La Dolce Vita’, ‘I Vitelloni’,
when you watch them all, it’s as if you’re
flicking through a history book, you travel

through the history of our country, the
history of Italy, from the 1930s to the
1980s,” Leonetti told AFP. Fellini was ini-

tially appreciated more abroad than in
Italy, where he frequently scandalized the
conservative society of the 1950s. — AFP

Costumes are displayed at the exhibition “Fellini 100: Immortal Genius”.

A detail of the “Cake of Dreams”.

A general view shows the Castel Sismondo in Rimini.

A visitors views sketches from Federico Fellini’s “Book of Dreams” (Libro dei Sogni) at
the exhibition “Fellini 100: Immortal Genius”.

Visitors view photographs displayed at the exhibition “Fellini 100: Immortal Genius”.

Rockers Queen have become the first band to be
celebrated on British coinage, joining Queen
Elizabeth II on a new coin unveiled Monday by

the Royal Mint. The iconic British group are hailed on
a coin kicking off a Music Legends series being pro-
duced by the official mint. It features Queen Elizabeth
on the obverse or “heads” side as usual joined by
Queen on the reverse. The coin depicts the instru-
ments played by lead singer Freddie Mercury, gui-
tarist Brian May, drummer Roger Taylor and bass gui-
tarist John Deacon.

It shows Mercury’s Bechstein piano and his trade-
mark microphone, May’s homemade electric guitar,
Taylor’s bass drum featuring the band’s logo and
Deacon’s Fender Precision bass guitar. The piano fea-
tures three keys pressed down, representing notes
from the melody of their 1975 landmark hit “Bohemian
Rhapsody”, when Mercury would cross hands to play
a G and an F.

“Here we have the first ever Queen and Queen
coin,” said May, 72. “To have our band recognized and
our music celebrated in this way is very touching, a
real honor.” Coins are an essential part of the Queen
sound: May plays his guitar using old sixpence pieces
as a pick. Taylor, 70, joked that with all the fuss, “I feel
entirely spent”.

Camp theatrics 
The coin’s designer Chris Facey said he tried to

represent the “musical democracy” within the band, in
which all four members wrote classic hits. “Freddie
was flamboyant and his camp theatrics are a big part
of Queen, but the band are more than just a front-
man,” he said. “To reflect this sense of balance
between them I created a design that featured each of
their iconic instruments. “And by making the instru-
ments the focus, I wanted to convey Queen’s skill as
musicians as well as their passion for their craft.”

With a face value of £5 ($6.50, 5.85 euros), the
collectors’ item coin costs £13 in its brilliant uncircu-
lated form. Meanwhile a £100 denomination one
ounce gold version costs £2,020. Taylor inadvertently
became the first living person other than royalty to
appear in a photograph on a British stamp. — AFP

Ayka”, a gritty low-budget drama about a Central
Asian woman living in Moscow, caused a sensa-
tion when its star won the best actress prize at

Cannes in 2018. But Russia’s film funding body has
ordered the director to pay the equivalent of 100,000
euros ($111,000) for releasing it four years behind
schedule, a delay he blames on a lack of natural snow for
winter scenes.

Sergey Dvortsevoy’s film portrays a Kyrgyz single
mother, played by Kazakh actress Samal Yeslyamova,
struggling for survival in wintry Moscow. Her victory at
the Cannes international film festival in June 2018 was a
triumph for Kazakhstan, where both Yeslyamova and
Dvortsevoy come from.

Russia’s state Cinema Fund-whose funding is often
make-or-break for productions-gave money towards the
film but is angry about its late release, said Dvortsevoy,
who was also the film’s producer. “The Russian state
demands that I pay the equivalent of 100,000 euros for
the four-year delay in the film’s production,” he told AFP
on Monday. “I’m in shock, this is auteur cinema and our
takings can’t cover such a huge fine.”

He blamed Moscow’s lack of snow cover over two
winters for production delays, saying his “quasi-docu-
mentary style does not allow the use of fake snow”. He
also pointed to the film’s narrative style, saying “80 per-

cent of the screenplay was written on the day with the
main actress and that’s often unpredictable.

“But this is an auteur film, that’s treated as a different
case for all kinds of penalties,” said the filmmaker, who
was acting as a producer for the first time. Ayka received
28 million rubles ($454,601) from the Cinema Fund, just
over a quarter of its budget.

It had only a small cinema release in Russia, with just
over 8,000 people seeing it and ticket sales of around
$39,000, according to official statistics. However, the
director is being fined only for the delay and does not
have to pay back the rest. After its Cannes success,
“Ayka” was shortlisted for an Oscar nomination in the
best foreign language film category, representing
Kazakhstan. The film is based on the tragic statistic that
migrant workers from Kyrgyzstan left behind 248 babies
in Moscow maternity wards in 2010. The director said he
is developing a new feature film project set in the far
north of the USSR in summer. “I’m already afraid of
falling into the same trap,” he said, since “the summer is
very short in northern Russia.” —AFP

Animated films from Japan’s Studio Ghibli,
including Oscar winner “Spirited Away”, are
coming to streaming giant Netflix, delight-

ing many fans but leaving US subscribers disap-
pointed as they will miss out. Twenty-one films
from Japan’s premier animation studio, co-founded
by animator Hayao Miyazaki, will be made avail-
able in batches between February and April, Netflix
announced this week. The films-which also include
“Princess Mononoke”, “Arrietty” and “Kiki’s
Delivery Service”-will be on the service in most
places worldwide, from the Asia-Pacific to Europe
and Latin America.

But the productions, to be subtitled in 28 lan-
guages and dubbed in up to 20, will not be on
Netflix in the United States, Canada or Japan.
“We’ve listened to our fans and have made the
definitive decision to stream our film catalogue,”
said Studio Ghibli producer Toshio Suzuki. Aram
Yacoubian, director of original animation at Netflix,
described the news as a “dream come true for
Netflix and millions of our members”.

Miyazaki is among the world’s most acclaimed
animators, with huge followings in Japan and
abroad, and “Spirited Away” won the Oscar for
best animated feature in 2003.  Getting the films is
a coup for the world’s biggest paid online stream-
ing service, which faces fierce competition from the
likes of Disney+ and Apple TV+. And many fans
were delighted. — AFP

In this file photo Russian director Sergey Dvortsevoy
poses during a photocall for the film “Ayka (My Little
One)” at the 71st edition of the Cannes Film Festival in
Cannes, southern France. — AFP 


